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HAMBANTOTA: Sri Lanka’s coach Trevor Bayliss (left) talks with captain Kumar Sangakkara during a practice
session at Mahinda Rajapaksa International Cricket Stadium in Hambantota, Sri Lanka. — AP 

LONDON: Strong, silent and one of cricket’s quiet
achievers, Trevor Bayliss may need that stoicism to
accompany all his expertise when he becomes the first
Australian coach to take charge of England in an Ashes
series. After 138 years of Anglo-Australian battles in one
of the world’s greatest sporting rituals, the 52-year-old,
appointed as England’s head coach on Tuesday, will find
himself in a unique and challenging position when the
series begins in July. Bayliss comes on board at a propi-
tious time for English cricket as it celebrates a potential
turning point after a miserable run, with rejuvenated
captain Alastair Cook and flamboyant all-rounder Ben
Stokes inspiring a thrilling win over New Zealand at
Lord’s on Monday.

Yet all that optimism could swiftly evaporate if, in the
first test at Cardiff beginning on July 10, Australia swiftly
continue their ascendancy over England following the 5-0
series whitewash in 2013-14 and a succession of one-day
and T20 victories. Indeed, the man who has been coaching
New South Wales will be asked to help improve a shocking
record which has seen England beat his home country just
once in 18 matches in all forms of the game since
September 2013. It represents the toughest possible intro-
duction to the job but there are plenty of luminaries who
will attest to the New South Welshman being exactly the
sort of calm, unfussy winner who will thrive in the Ashes
cauldron.

“I know him well,” Shane Warne, the great Australian leg
spinner, told Sky Sports. “On all the reports, he’s done a
wonderful job with the teams he’s coached, whether it be
Sri Lanka, the Kolkata Knight Riders in the IPL (Indian
Premier League), New South Wales, Big Bash. “I think he’s
more of a ‘background’ sort of coach, a bit like in the New
Zealand camp. He’s not front and square all the time, but
he’s not afraid to give a few rockets when they’re needed.

He’s a good man, Trevor Bayliss, a really good man. “He gets
the best out of his team. He is harsh but fair. He plays the
game in the right spirit too. He likes to play an exciting
brand of cricket.”

‘Exciting brand’
That new “exciting brand” was in evidence in the New

Zealand test but it is also Bayliss’s exceptional record in
one-day cricket that offers England hope that, after the
shambles of the recent World Cup, he may be the man to
help revolutionize their fortunes in the 50-over and 20-over
formats. Bayliss’s CV is laden with trophies, particularly in
the one-day game, with the World Cup being the one major
title to elude him after he reached the final with Sri Lanka in
2011. He has twice guided New South Wales to the
Sheffield Shield in 2005 and 2014 and also won the ING
Cup, Australia’s 50-over competition. Bayliss has won the
IPL twice with Kolkata Knight Riders and led Sydney Sixers
to the 2012 Big Bash title.

As the ECB’s Director of England Cricket, Andrew
Strauss said on Tuesday: “Trevor has an outstanding
record as coach, has global experience and is very highly
regarded in the game. “He has proved himself in both
domestic and international cricket, has a strong reputa-
tion for man-management and has shown how to build
winning teams in all three formats.” A decent batsman
with New South Wales himself, Bayliss played 58 first-class
matches between 1985 and 1993. He played alongside
Steve Waugh, one of the great Australia captains, who was
so impressed by Bayliss that, during his spell playing coun-
ty cricket in England at Kent, he invited his old team mate
to help with coaching duties. Now Bayliss will be charged
with spearheading England’s bid to regain the Ashes and
masterminding a fourth successive home series win over
his home country.— Reuters

History-maker Bayliss set 
for Ashes baptism of fire

Pakistan cricketer Raza 
banned for two years

LAHORE: Pakistan spin bowler Raza Hasan has been banned for two
years after failing a doping test, the country’s cricket board said. The 22-
year-old left-armer returned an “adverse analytical finding” from a urine
sample taken during a domestic tournament in January, the Pakistan
Cricket Board said in a statement. The board declined to name the sub-
stance. Raza, who has played one one-day international and 10 Twenty20
matches for Pakistan, was notified on March 24 and subsequently failed
to send a written request for a hearing within 14 days, the PCB said.
“Therefore in accordance with the Anti-Doping Rules and with the
approval of the competent authority, Mr Raza Hassan (Hasan) is being
imposed with a ban that will make him ineligible to participate in the
sport of cricket for a period of two years,” the board said. Raza made his
ODI debut against Australia in Dubai in October and played his last inter-
national match in a T20 against New Zealand in the Gulf city in
December.

Sex bribe -no criminal case
Meanwhile, three male officials have been identified in the sex bribe

scandal that rocked Sri Lankan women’s cricket but there are no grounds
or evidence to justify criminal proceedings against them, the country’s
cricket board said on Thursday. Sri Lanka’s sports ministry last week
revealed an investigation had found that members of the national
women’s team had been forced to perform sexual favors for officials in
order to earn or keep their places in the squad. Sri Lanka Cricket (SLC)
said it has received the report which mentions cases of sexual harass-
ments in 2013 and 2014 and much of it was corroborated in another
report the board had separately commissioned. “...both reports have con-
cluded that, there have been a few incidents of sexual harassment which
were committed by two male officials but that there was no evidence of
any physical intimacy and that, there were no grounds to justify criminal
proceedings,” the SLC said in a statement.

Both the reports also identified a third male official for “improper con-
duct” which did not amount to sexual harassment, the statement read.
“Sri Lanka Cricket wishes to state that, all three officials who were identi-
fied in the reports no longer function in their previous positions since
their contracts were not renewed when they ended in April this year,” it
added. SLC said there were no allegations against any of the coaches or
the selectors but admitted to flaws in its system and promised to rectify
them. “Sri Lanka Cricket is very concerned by the fact that, both reports
have highlighted the unsatisfactory situation that prevailed in the selec-
tion and other aspects relating to women’s cricket and widely prevalent
perceptions of favouritism and bias.” 

Chigumbura suspended 
In another development, Elton Chigumbura’s Pakistan tour came to an

abrupt end after the Zimbabwe captain was slapped with a two-match sus-
pension for his team’s slow over-rate in Tuesday’s first One-Day
International in Lahore. Zimbabwe were found to be three overs short of
their target at the end of the match which they lost by 41 runs despite
Chigumbura’s maiden century. Under International Cricket Council (ICC)
rules, falling more than two overs short is considered a “serious over rate
offence” in one-dayers and match referee Roshan Mahanama handed
Chigumbura two suspension points. “...the imposition of two suspension
points means that Chigumbura will now miss Zimbabwe’s final two ODIs to
be played in Lahore on Friday and Sunday,” the ICC said in a statement.
Other Zimbabwe players were docked 40 percent of their match fees.
Zimbabwe, the first test playing nation to tour Pakistan in six years, lost
both the Twenty20 Internationals preceding the ODI series.— Agencies 

LONDON: When England crumbled to 30 for four on
Thursday morning in the first test against New Zealand,
their captain Alastair Cook would have been a worried
man. Buffeted by weeks of off-field controversy in which
coach Peter Moores was sacked and the Kevin Pietersen
non-selection saga took centre stage, England took the
field in bad shape. A hapless first hour in which Cook,
Adam Lyth, Gary Ballance and Ian Bell failed to withstand
the New Zealand pace attack potentially set the tone for
a summer of struggle with the Ashes series to come. 

But Joe Root, Ben Stokes, Jos Buttler and Moeen Ali
had other ideas. The quartet posted half-centuries to lift
England to a total of 389, laying the foundation for a
recovery which brought about a famous victory in an
enthralling match. New Zealand batted well to reply
with 523 but Cook had the bit between his teeth. The

captain occupied the crease all day on Sunday to make
153 not out and combined with Root’s 84 and an
inspired 101 from Stokes, the quickest ever test century
at Lord’s, England moved into the ascendancy at 429 for
six.

Trent Boult knocked over the last four wickets inside
the first hour on the final day but England had made a
statement and their bowlers backed it up.

James Anderson and Stuart Broad reduced New
Zealand to 12 for three and Stokes made a devastating
contribution with the ball by dismissing Kane Williamson
and Brendon McCullum with successive deliveries.
Spirited resistance from BJ Watling and Corey Anderson
proved temporary and Moeen’s superb catch at third
man to dismiss Boult sealed a 124-run victory for
England. “Today, the way our guys bowled... we fought

incredibly hard on a great cricket wicket,” Cook told
reporters. “It’s been a real team effort this week. It’s been
a rocky few weeks so to play with such freedom and pas-
sion, the lads are pleased with that.”

It was a rocky few weeks indeed. With speculation
swirling that Australian Trevor Bayliss is poised to be
appointed coach ahead of his compatriot Jason Gillespie
the saga continued on Monday. But on the field Cook
and his team laid down a marker ahead of the Ashes.
With the captain back in the runs, Root a flexible and reli-
able presence in the middle order and the exciting
Stokes established at number six, England have a batting
order of substance. Although the pace bowling attack
certainly lacks variety, it has the heart and fire to ask
questions of the Australians in what promises to be an
intriguing Ashes series.— Reuters

England look up after thrilling Lord’s victory


